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Abstract

Gene duplicates are a major source of evolutionary novelties in the form of new or specialized functions and play a key role in
speciation. Gene duplicates are generated through whole genome duplications (WGD) or small-scale genome duplications (SSD).
Although WGD preserves the stoichiometric relationships between duplicates, those arising from SSD are usually unbalanced and
are expected to follow different evolutionary dynamics than those formed by WGD. To dissect the role of the mechanism of
duplication in these differential dynamics and determine whether this role was shared across species, we performed a genome
wide evolutionary analysis of gene duplications arising from the most recent WGD events and contemporary episodes of SSD in
four model species representing distinct plant evolutionary lineages. We found an excess of relaxed purifying selection after
duplication in SSD paralogs compared with WGD, most of which may have been the result of functional divergence events
between gene copies as estimated by measures of genetic distances. These differences were significant in three angiosperm
genomes but not in the moss species Physcomitrella patens. Although the comparison of models of evolution does not attribute
a relevant role to the mechanism of duplication in the evolution duplicates, distribution of retained genes among Gene Ontology
functional categories support the conclusion that evolution of gene duplicates depends on its origin of duplication (WGD and
SSD) but, most importantly, on the species. Similar lineage-specific biases were also observed in protein network connectivity,
translational efficiency, and selective constraints acting on synonymous codon usage. Although the mechanism of duplication
may determine gene retention, our results attribute a dominant role to the species in determining the ultimate pattern of
duplicate gene retention and reveal an unanticipated complexity in the evolutionary dynamics and functional specialization of
duplicated genes in plants.
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Introduction
Gene duplication is a major source of evolutionary novelties
in the form of new genes and gene functions performing a key
role in generating phenotypic diversity and speciation (Lynch
and Conery 2000). Gene duplicates can be generated through
large-scale genome duplications, involving entire genomes
[whole genome duplication (WGD)], or by more restricted
events of duplication of small-scale genomic regions, involv-
ing one to a few genes [small-scale genome duplication (SSD)]
(Lynch 2007).

Compared with other eukaryotes, WGD and SSD
have been particularly frequent in plants (Blanc and Wolfe
2004b; Cui et al. 2006). For instance, it has been proposed that
the genome of the plant model species Arabidopsis thaliana
has undergone at least three rounds of duplication during its
evolutionary history (Vision et al. 2000; Simillion et al. 2002;
Blanc et al. 2003; Bowers et al. 2003). Different surveys re-
vealed that more than one-half of the genes in the A. thaliana
genome are duplicates (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000;
Lynch and Conery 2000). Furthermore, polyploidy formed by

WGD or hybridization of plants species is believed to have
played an important role in the explosive evolutionary diver-
sification of angiosperms (De Bodt et al. 2005), although poly-
ploidy has also been observed in basal plant species (Rensing
et al. 2007).

Because of their role in generating functional innovation
and evolutionary diversification, evolution of duplicated
genes has received much attention in the last decade. Early
theoretical models predicted that, in most cases, one
duplicated gene retains the ancestral function while the
other one evolves neutrally, free from selective constraints,
becoming inactivated due to the stochastic accumulation of
deleterious mutations or even deleted from the genome
(nonfunctionalization), with a small fraction of duplicates
being retained after fixing gain-of-function mutations (neo-
functionalization) (Ohno 1970; Zhang 2003; Moore and
Purugganan 2005). Against this prediction, the fraction of
duplicates retained was found to be larger than anticipated
by theory (Zhang 2003).

Plausible explanations for the high levels of gene reten-
tion have been put forward: 1) gene duplication endows
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organisms with mutational robustness as a result of
functional redundancy (Gu et al. 2003); 2) selection for
increased gene dosage (Conant and Wolfe 2008); and 3)
opportunity for functional specialization. Two different
models have been proposed to explain functional specializa-
tion (sub-functionalization): partitioning of the ancestral
functions by the Duplication, Degeneration, Complementa-
tion model (Force et al. 1999) and optimization of duplicated
genes for different ancestral secondary sub-functions by the
Escape from Adaptive Conflict model (Conant and Wolfe
2008). These models also set the ground to explain how
novel functions (neo-functionalization) may emerge from
gene copies initially retaining sub-functions (He and Zhang
2005) or dosage selection (Francino 2005). In the light of
population genetics, both relaxed purifying selection and pos-
itive Darwinian selection may drive the retention of dupli-
cated genes (Zhang 2003; Conant and Wolfe 2008). The
relative contribution of the evolutionary forces in the preser-
vation of gene duplicates remains, however, a major question
in molecular evolution (Zhang 2003; Conant and Wolfe 2008;
Innan and Kondrashov 2010).

Some authors have proposed that gene duplicates result-
ing from WGD are more likely to be preserved than those
arising from SSD, as the stoichiometry of WGD duplicated
gene products remains balanced (Freeling and Thomas 2006;
Hakes et al. 2007). Conversely, SSD is likely to yield gene
copies that upset dosage balance, hence resolving in the
nonfunctionalization of one of the gene copies (Lynch and
Conery 2000). Those SSD duplicates that are not constrained
by dosage balance can more readily undergo functional di-
vergence. This divergence is more likely to occur in proteins
with promiscuous functions, such as certain enzymes
(Aharoni et al. 2005). Additional factors, including population
size, generation time, frequency of recombination between
duplicates and the mechanism of gene duplication itself also
have a key role in the fate of duplicates (Lynch et al. 2001).

Previous studies in A. thaliana showed sharp differences in
the retention dynamics of WGD and SSD duplicates from
different functional classes (Blanc and Wolfe 2004a; Maere
et al. 2005). WGD duplicates present both broader and
higher expression levels than SSD duplicates (Ganko et al.
2007) and slower evolutionary rates (Yang and Gaut 2011).
However, the extent to which these observations are true in
all plant species is unknown. Because retained genes and
functions ultimately define the phenotype of the organism
and its ability to interact with the environment, we hypoth-
esize that species-specific selective pressures play an impor-
tant role in determining the contribution of WGD and SSD to
the retention and specialization of gene duplicates.

To test this hypothesis, we investigated the distribution of
evolutionary rates, codon-based evolutionary models and
patterns of functional diversification in contemporary dupli-
cates formed by WGD and SSD in four plant species, namely
A. thaliana, Populus trichocarpa, Zea mays, and the species
Physcomitrella patens. These four species represent three
main plant evolutionary lineages, including dicots (A. thaliana
and P. trichocarpa), monocots (Z. mays), or basal land
plants (P. patens); develop different life forms, herbaceous

(A. thaliana, Z. mays, and P. patens) or woody (P. trichocarpa);
display distinct modes of reproduction, self-fertilization
(A. thaliana), partial cross-pollination (Z. mays), or entirely
cross-pollination (P. trichocarpa); and show prevalence of the
haploid gametophyte (P. patens) or the diploid sporophyte
(A. thaliana, P. trichocarpa and Z. mays) during life cycle. Our
results reveal unprecedented patterns of evolution and reten-
tion of duplicates that highlight the influence of the species in
the differential retention and specialization of duplicates after
WGD and SSD.

Materials and Methods

Identification of Triplets of Sequences Formed by
Paralogous Gene Pairs and a Close Ortholog
Protein and coding sequences (together with their corre-
sponding annotations) from eight whole-genome sequenced
plant species were downloaded from PLAZA v2.0 (http://bio
informatics.psb.ugent.be/plaza/) (Proost et al. 2009). Paralo-
gous pairs of duplicated genes were defined as the resulting
best reciprocal hits from all-against-all BLAST-searches using
BLASTP with an E-value cutoff of 1E!5 and a bit score cutoff
of 50 (Altschul et al. 1997). Prior to the analysis, we discarded:
1) sequences with significant similarity to transposable
elements (E-values< 1E!15 in BLASTN searches against se-
quences of the RepBase v16.03 database (Jurka et al. 2005); 2)
tandem duplicates (sequences residing <15 genes or 100 kb
apart on the chromosome); and 3) sequences alignable over a
length of <150 amino acids or showing an identity score
<30% (Li et al. 2001), according to ClustalW alignments of
protein sequences (Thompson et al. 1994).

As synonymous substitutions do not result in amino acid
replacements, it is assumed that they accumulate changes in a
neutral manner, reflecting the overall mutation rate for that
species. Therefore, the number of nucleotide substitutions per
synonymous site (Ks) may be used as a good proxy of the
divergence time between paralogs (Maere et al. 2005). Ks
values of all paralogous genes were estimated on the basis
of alignments of codon sequences obtained through Muscle
(Edgar 2004) using the corresponding protein sequences as
alignment guides. Codon alignments were further edited to
eliminate poorly aligned positions and divergent regions using
Gblocks (Castresana 2000). Pairwise Ks, the number of nucle-
otide substitutions per nonsynonymous site (Ka) and the
Ka/Ks (!) rates ratio were estimated using the maximum
likelihood method implemented in the codeml program
(Goldman and Yang 1994) of the PAML package v4.4 (Yang
2007). All duplicates were classified according to their age
estimated by Ks values, according to the bibliography, and
those inferred to have originated at the same time of the
youngest WGD event in each species under study were re-
tained (fig. 1): A. thaliana, 24–40 Ma (0.72"Ks" 0.99) (Blanc
et al. 2003); Physcomitrella patens, 30–60 Ma (0.6"Ks" 1.1)
(Rensing et al. 2007); P. trichocarpa, 8–13 Ma (0.2"Ks" 0.3)
(Sterck et al. 2005); and Z. mays, 5–12 Ma (0.1"Ks" 0.3)
(Blanc and Wolfe 2004b). Subsequently, paralogous genes
were classified as resulting from WGD or SSD, based on
their mapping to recognizable duplicated genomic segments
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remaining from genome duplications according to the
anchorpoints provided by PLAZA (Proost et al. 2009).
Finally, we obtained triplets by adding to the pair of gene
copies an orthologous sequence from a species predating
the genome duplication event: A. thaliana (Carica papaya),
P. patens (Selaginella moellendorfii), P. trichocarpa (Ricinus
communis), and Z. mays (Sorghum bicolor) (fig. 1). Orthologs
were defined as the resulting best reciprocal hits from
all-against-all BLAST-searches using BLASTP with an E-value
cutoff of 1E!5 and a bit score cutoff of 50.

Evolutionary Analysis
To characterize the molecular evolutionary forces involved
in the retention of paralogous genes after duplication,
Gblocks-edited codon alignments of triplets of sequences
and manually constructed input trees were analyzed by two
different classes of models of evolution as implemented in
the program codeml (Yang 2007): the branch-specific and
the branch-site–specific models. The branch-specific models
estimate the nonsynonymous-to-synonymous substitution
rates ratio (!= Ka/Ks) for each of the branches of a tree,
allowing us to test specific models of evolution along se-
lected (foreground) paralogous branches in the tree. In the
case of triplets (two paralogs and an ortholog), we tested
for asymmetric sequence evolution, that is, whether one of
the gene copies evolved at a different rate than the other
two (two-ratios branch Model 2) by comparing such a
model to one in which all rates were evolving at the
same rate (one-ratio Model M0). We also tested whether
both of the gene duplicates were evolving at different rates
from one another and compared with the ortholog se-
quence after duplication (free-ratio branch Model M1).
There is no null model to allow testing explicitly neutral

evolution acting on specific paralogous branches.
Alternatively, we called test of “non-neutral” evolution to
one comparing the log-likelihoods between the two-ratio
branch Model 2 with ! fixed at one for the selected branch
and the two-ratios branch Model 2 with ! estimated from
the data.

The branch-site models allow ! to vary in selected
branches on the tree and also across codons in the se-
quences by defining different ! ratios site-classes (Yang
and Nielsen 2002). Among them, clade Model D, allowing
a class of sites to be under different substitution rates among
the selected branch and the rest of the tree (Bielawski and
Yang 2004), and Model A (Zhang et al. 2005), featuring an
extra class of sites with !> 1 in foreground branches to be
estimated from the data, were implemented. The compari-
son between the site-specific discrete null Model 3 (which
allows the ! ratio to vary among sites, but holding ! con-
stant among branches in the tree) and the clade Model D is
an useful test to measure differential selective pressures
acting on a significant number of amino acids (codon
sites) either under relaxed purifying selection or under pos-
itive selection (PS) (Bielawski and Yang 2004). Finally, the
comparison between the Model A with ! fixed at one for
the examined branch as null model and the Model A was
used as a conservative test to detect PS as opposed to re-
laxed purifying selection affecting a few sites in the selected
branch (Zhang et al. 2005).

The comparison of models was performed through
Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRT), which examine significance of
differences between lnL resulting from two nested models
(Goldman and Yang 1994). These test statistics are calculated
as 2!LnL, twice the difference between the lnL under each
model. If the null (simpler) model is true, LRT asymptotically
follows a !2 distribution with a number of degrees of freedom
equal to the differences in number of parameters between
models. Hence, the LRT allows examining different evolution-
ary hypotheses by calculating a probability for the fitting of
the examined data set to the alternative model being tested.

Finally, to test for natural selection acting on synonymous
codon usage, we applied the mutation-selection codon sub-
stitution model, recently implemented in codeml, on the
concatenated alignment of pairs of paralogous codon se-
quences (Yang and Nielsen 2008).

Measures of Genetic Distances between Paralogs
Genetic distance (d) between each paralog and the common
ancestor was first measured using JTT amino acid distances
(Jones et al. 1992) as

danc!i #
di!o+di!j ! dj!o

2
:

Here anc, i, j, and o are the ancestral node, paralogs i and j,
and the ortholog, respectively. These distances were used
to compare the divergence between gene copies for dupli-
cates formed by SSD to those for duplicates originated from
WGD. To remove the effect of the magnitude of genetic

FIG. 1. Evolutionary relationships of plant species. A phylogenetic
tree depicting evolutionary relationships among eight plant species
examined is shown drawn to scale. The scale bar represents 100 My
and was compressed below 200 My for clarity. The most recent WGD
duplication events are represented as rectangles over the corresponding
branches, with widths proportional to current date estimates. The
numbers of pairs of paralog sequences from the ingroup species
(p) and triplets of sequences formed by paralogs plus an ortholog
from the outgroup species (t) examined here are shown on the right
side table.
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distance and the age of the duplication on the estimates, we
normalized the differences between paralogs i and j as

" #
abs danc!i ! danc!j

! "

danc!i+danc!j
:

A. thaliana Protein–Protein Interactions Data
We used the protein–protein interaction (PPI) data set from
the release 2.0 of the A. thaliana predicted interactome, avail-
able for downloading at TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org). This
network consists of a set of 72,266 predicted interactions
involving 7,177 proteins, of which about 5,134 interactions
involving 2,617 unique proteins were experimentally
confirmed (merging data sets from TAIR, IntAct-EBI and
BIND/BOND). The prediction algorithm (Geisler-Lee et al.
2007) began with the identification of orthologs for At species
in seven other species (Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Caenorhabditis elegans,
Drosophila melanogaster, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens),
for which we had partial information on protein interactions.
We considered two proteins in A. thaliana to interact if such
an interaction was observed in more than one species.

Measures of Codon Adaptation Indexes
To estimate average translational rates we used Codon
Adaptation Indexes (CAI). CAI values range from 0 to 1,
with higher values indicating a higher proportion of the
most frequently used synonymous codons. Codon usage
was firstly determined for all genes in each species using
the DAMBE software, and subsequently used as reference
set of the frequencies of the codons of most expressed
genes in each species. CAI for individual genes was calculated
using the method depicted in (Xia 2007) as implemented
in DAMBE. Differences in CAI between paralogs were nor-
malized by the sum of CAIs so that all values could be com-
parable. For example, the difference between CAI for gene A
and CAI for gene B was defined as [abs(CAIA – CAIB)/
(CAIA + CAIB)].

Functional Categorization of WGD and
SSD Duplicates
Paralogous genes were assigned to functional categories using
their associated Gene Ontology (GO) terms as provided by
the PLAZA functional annotation database (Ashburner et al.
2000; Proost et al. 2009). To have a broader overview of the
ontology content, GO terms were remapped to the corre-
sponding plant GO Slim terms using CateGOrizer (Zhi-Liang,
Bao, Reecy 2008). Note that child terms in the ontology can
have more than a parental GO Slim term. In addition, a gene
might have more than one distinct function and therefore
might be annotated with more than one GO term. As a result,
the total number of functional classifications is greater than
the total number of genes. We performed enrichment anal-
ysis of GO terms of each subset of gene duplicates by com-
paring with the full data set of genes for each genome using
Fisher’s exact test. Resulting P values were corrected to con-
trol for multiple testing by calculating the false discovery rate.

Results and Discussion

Higher Evolutionary Rates in SSD than in
WGD Duplicates
We identified duplicates according to the methodology pro-
vided in Materials and Methods. We selected duplicates aris-
ing during the predicted time of occurrence of the most
recent WGD in four plant species, according to nucleotide
substitutions per synonymous site (Ks) rates. We classified
duplicated genes as resulting from WGD or SSD based on
their mapping to recognizable duplicated genomic segments
remaining from genome duplications according to the
anchorpoints provided by PLAZA. Thus, we obtained an ac-
curate sampling of the duplicates generated by WGD and SSD
from comparable evolutionary time points to dissect the role
of the mechanism of duplication in gene retention (fig. 1). The
estimated dates for the younger WGD (Z. mays and P. tricho-
carpa) ranged between 6 and 13 My, whereas for the older
(A. thaliana and P. patens) were between 24 and 60 My
(fig. 1).

Using this data set, we performed pairwise estimations of
the number of nucleotide substitutions per synonymous site
(Ks), nonsynonymous site (Ka), and ! rates ratio (Ka/Ks) in
duplicates arising from the most recent WGD, and contem-
porary SSD, events in four plant genomes (fig. 2 and supple-
mentary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Estimates
of! provide a simple and useful measurement of the strength
of selection operating between duplicated gene copies (sim-
plistically, != 1, !< 1 and !> 1 indicates neutral, purifying,
and PS, respectively). The means of the distributions of !
values ranged from 0.174 to 0.326, revealing that at least
one gene copy has been evolving under purifying selection
most of the evolutionary time (fig. 2c).

We observed a slight but significant increase in the rates
of evolution (greater ! values) between SSD duplicates
compared with WGD duplicates in all, but P. patens, species
(fig. 2). Higher! ratios in SSD duplicates were due to a higher
accumulation of nonsynonymous substitutions (greater Ka
values) and not to lower Ks values, indicating that WGD
duplicates are under stronger selective constraints than
those formed by SSD. In addition, the strength of natural
purifying selection after gene duplication correlated with
the estimated time of duplication (fig. 2c), despite possible
biases owing to the expected variations in mutation rates
between species. This correlation may be the result of the
following: 1) the presence of slightly deleterious nonsynon-
ymous mutations unfiltered by purifying selection in the
younger gene duplications; 2) greater Ka values due to
recent functional divergence events whose signatures on
Ka/Ks values have not yet been diluted by high Ks values
(assumed to be neutral, hence proportional to the time of
divergence); or 3) both these possibilities. Persistence of
slightly deleterious mutations for longer periods is likely in
populations with small effective sizes, such as in plants (Ohta
1973). This is unlikely to bias our results when comparing the
patterns of evolution after gene duplication of SSD to WGD
because these patterns were compared within each of the
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lineages, hence effects should have equal weights on both
data sets (WGD and SSD). Indeed, the patterns of evolution
of duplicates belonging to one or another mechanism of du-
plication appear to be insensitive to the time of duplication.

Differential Distribution of Evolutionary Models in
WGD and SSD Duplicates among Species
The differences in the rates of evolution between duplicates
from SSD and WGD (fig. 2) may reflect differences in the
selection constraints between paralogs after duplication. To
test whether the different modes of duplication (WGD and
SSD) has been followed by differential evolutionary dynamics,
we tested different evolutionary models using alignments of
triplets of codon sequences under a maximum-likelihood
framework (supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online). A description of the different evolutionary
models being tested is provided in Materials and Methods. In
brief, we tested four nonmutually exclusive, main evolution-
ary scenarios: 1) gene duplication was followed by selection
(i.e., ! was significantly different from 1) in one or both gene
copies (named non-neutral evolution in table 1); 2) gene du-
plication was followed by asymmetric evolution between the
gene copies, so that one copy evolves at a different evolution-
ary rate (!), both of the copies evolve at different rates or all
three homologs evolve at different rates; 3) gene duplication
was followed by significant differences in evolutionary rates
along amino acid sites of the sequences and paralogous
branches of the tree; and 4) one or both gene copies under-
went PS after duplication. These models were applied to trip-
lets of sequences from the four plant species. Each triplet
included two sequences from each of the four plant species
postdating gene duplication (paralogs) and classified accord-
ing to their origin (WGD or SSD) and a third, from a related
species, predating the duplication event (ortholog) (fig. 1).

Although differences were apparent in the distribution of
evolutionary models between duplicates among species, the
similarity in the distribution of evolutionary models between
WGD and SSD duplicates within each of the species was
striking (table 1). For example, in A. thaliana the percentage
of “non-neutral” tests supporting that at least one of the
gene copies evolves under evolutionary rates significantly dif-
ferent from one, either under positive or purifying selection,

that is, subjected to functional/selective constraints, when
such duplicates come from WGD (81.79% as in table 1) is
of the same order as that when these duplicates were origi-
nated from SSD (76.27%, table 1). This similarity is observed in
all other species and across all the different evolutionary
models tested. In contrast, strong differences could be
observed among species, with P. patens showing the most
notable differences (table 1). For instance, the percentage of
tests supporting “non-neutral” evolution for one of the gene
copies after duplication was highly variable among species
(ranging between 16.08% in P. patens and 94.81% in
Z. mays). Similarly, the percentage of significant tests in
which both paralogs coming from WGD evolve “non-
neutrally” varies between 0.50% (in the case of P. patens,
table 1) and 78% for Z. mays. Similarly, for paralogs originated
from SSD, these percentages vary between 0.93% in P. patens
and 67.20% in Z. mays for paralogs originated from SSD
(table 1).

The fraction of duplicates in which a model considering
neutral evolution in both gene copies was rejected was low,
and almost zero in P. patens (table 1). However, it is unlikely
that the remaining fraction evolves under strict neutral evo-
lution. Duplicated gene(s) evolving neutrally are expected to
undergo nonfunctionalization within a few million years after
duplication. For instance, assuming two generations per year,
it has been previously estimated that nonfunctionalization of
a gene copy would take 3.2 My in A. thaliana, though this will
also be dependent on generation times and population sizes
of the species (Ohno 1970; Lynch and Conery 2000). WGD
and SSD times of duplication have been predicted to be larger
than this estimate (fig. 1). Moreover, all paralogous sequences,
with the only exception of six P. patens SSD duplicates, were
annotated as functional expressed coding genes.

More likely, our results suggest that most duplicated
genes have escaped nonfunctionalization and are evolving
new or specialized functions. Together, a number of tests
support functional specialization, either occurring through
asymmetric rates of evolution (affecting one or more
branches in the tree) or by significant differences in the sub-
stitution rates throughout one or both gene copies (table 1).
These tests are compatible with both relaxed purifying selec-
tion and PS. Relaxed purifying selection could promote

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Notched box-plots representation of pairwise estimates of Ka, Ks, and ! between paralogs. Black dots indicate means. Their differences were
tested using a Student’s t test and the resulting probabilities (P values *<1E!3, **<1E!6) are shown.
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sub-functionalization by the balanced distribution of degen-
erative mutations between duplicates (Duplication, Degen-
eration, Complementation model). PS is compatible with
both neo-functionalization and sub-functionalization
through the Escape from Adaptive Conflict model, though
further analyses are required to evaluate the relative contri-
bution of these two models. Indeed, a substantial fraction of
duplicated genes also supported the corresponding test of PS
(table 1). However, better estimates on the role of PS in du-
plicates specialization would require the analysis of complete
gene families including representatives of additional species.

Taken as a whole, these results suggest that higher evolu-
tionary rates observed in SSD duplicates than in WGD dupli-
cates are dependent on the differential intensity of natural
selection affecting both gene copies after duplication and is
species dependent rather than being the result of a skewed
distribution of evolutionary models by mechanism of
duplication.

Functional Divergence, Protein Network Connectivity,
and Translational Selection after WGD and SSD
The dosage balance hypothesis predicts that preservation of
SSD duplicates is selectively disadvantageous because this
would generate a stoichiometric unbalance that would inter-
fere with highly constrained cellular systems or genetic net-
works (Papp et al. 2003; Freeling and Thomas 2006). However,
rapid divergence of one gene copy from its ancestral function
and its participation in another, less fundamental, cellular
system or genetic network could counteract dosage unbal-
ance. Following dosage balance hypothesis, SSD duplications
of genes locating to less dense protein interaction network
regions and genes expressed at lower levels, are more likely to
lead to the preservation of both gene copies through inno-
vation and functional divergence.

We screened duplicated genes formed by either WGD or
SSD for evidence of functional divergence. To do so, we mea-
sured the differences in the amino acid distances of each
paralogous sequence compared with its ancestor (supple-
mentary table S3, Supplementary Material online). We used
this measure as a proxy of functional divergence under the
assumption that gene copies that are more identical at the
sequence level are more likely, on average, to perform more
similar functions. Functional divergence of gene copies varied
substantially between the different genomes irrespective of
the origin of duplication (WGD or SSD) (fig. 3a). In three of
the four genomes examined, functional divergence was sig-
nificantly higher between SSD than between WGD duplicates
(fig. 3a). The higher probability for divergence and functional
innovation in SSD duplicates can be due to their lower con-
straints to evolve new functions. P. patens showed a contrast-
ing pattern, maybe reflecting 1) the higher efficiency of
selection in removing recessive mutations from haploid ge-
nomes and 2) the highly efficient DNA repair mechanisms by
homologous recombination of moss, likely reflecting the spe-
cific needs of a haploid genome for genome integrity surveil-
lance (Rensing et al. 2008).

We further examined whether SSD duplicates displayed
less PPIs, supporting thereby the role of interactions in con-
straining the evolvability of duplicated genes. We used a li-
brary of PPI data for 7,177 A. thaliana proteins, obtained by
merging results from both experimental and bioinformatic
approaches. Assuming that divergence in PPIs of A. thaliana
orthologs is not biased by the species or the mechanism of
duplication, these data were projected on the corresponding
orthologs in the other three species under exam (supplemen-
tary table S4, Supplementary Material online). Contrary to
expectation, differences in the number of PPIs between
WGD and SSD proteins were found not to be statistically
significant in any of the four species (fig. 3b).

Table 1. Summary of Results from Tests of Evolutionary Models on Triplets.

Ingroup Sp. Non-Neutral Evolutiona (%) Asymmetric Evolution (%) DSRd (%) PSe (%)

1 2 1b 2b Freec 1 2 1 2

WGD

A. thaliana 81.79 48.46 46.54 8.21 42.44 68.33 52.56 29.23 4.62

P. patens 16.08 0.50 70.35 40.20 68.34 79.40 60.80 25.13 5.03

P. trichocarpa 84.51 54.13 44.80 8.83 36.82 58.73 32.60 23.88 2.60

Z. mays 94.65 78.45 24.50 6.62 21.23 33.12 14.53 28.09 1.36

SSD

A. thaliana 76.27 44.07 48.73 10.17 43.22 66.53 49.58 25 2.97

P. patens 19.58 0.93 72.49 41.34 67.44 77.54 61.69 20.44 3.65

P. trichocarpa 80.92 51.01 47.50 10.42 40.46 60.49 33.02 31.53 3.52

Z. mays 88.73 67.20 24.01 7.17 21.52 37.48 21.23 37.19 3.95

NOTE.—The percentage of LRT tests indicating best fit of the alternative model (P values< 0.05). Numbers in the second row reflect the number of paralogous genes used as
foreground branches in LRT tests, e.g., 1 indicates tests accepted for one of the paralogous branches, whereas 2 indicates tests accepted for both paralogous branches. Free
indicates the free-ratios branch model (one ratio for each branch). df, degrees of freedom.
aLRT for “non-neutral” evolution: two-ratios Model 2 (!0, !1 = 1) vs. two-ratios Model 2 (!0, !1); df = 1.
bLRT for asymmetric sequence evolution: one-ratio Model 0 (!0 =!1 =!2) vs. two-ratios Model 2 (!0, !1); df = 1.
cLRT for asymmetric sequence evolution (free): one-ratio Model 0 (!0 =!1 =!2) vs. free-ratios Model 1 (!0, !1, !2); df = 2.
dLRT for differences in substitution rates (DSR): Model 3 (discrete) vs. clade Model D (K = 3); df = 1.
eLRT for PS: Model A null (!2 = 1) vs. Model A (0<!0< 1); df = 1.
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To test predictions of the dosage balance hypothesis con-
cerning protein expression, we analyzed differences (normal-
ized increments) in CAI between SSD and WGD gene
duplicates (supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material
online). CAI measures synonymous codon usage bias of a
gene towards the codons used frequently in the most ex-
pressed genes of a given species and can be used as a good
proxy of translational efficiency and accuracy and, conse-
quently, of the average rates of gene translation under all
environmental conditions (Sharp and Li 1987). The average
differences in CAI values between duplicated genes were sig-
nificantly higher in duplicates formed by SSD than in those
formed by WGD in P. trichocarpa and, specially, Z. mays
(fig. 3c). These differences may contribute to explain the
greater divergence levels between duplicates from SSD than
those from WGD in these species, as the rate of evolution is
strongly correlated with gene expression levels (Drummond
et al. 2005, Drummond and Wilke 2008). In the remaining
two species, however, the observed difference in the levels of
functional divergence between WGD and SSD duplicates
would not be influenced by differences in translational
rates. Previous results showed higher and broader expression
levels in A. thaliana duplicates arising from WGD than those
originated by SSD as measured from microarray and massively
parallel signature sequencing data (Ganko et al. 2007; Yang
and Gaut 2011), indicating that divergence is more likely to
affect transcriptional regulation.

Synonymous codon usage bias is thought to be dependent
on the balance between mutational bias, random genetic drift
and natural selection on translational rates (Duret 2002). To
examine the relative contribution of the latter, we performed
LRT tests of the mutation-selection models (table 2). All of
them rejected neutral evolution (P< 0.05; unpublished data),
providing statistical evidence that synonymous codon usage
bias and, consequently, translational rates between paralog
sequences, is influenced by natural selection. The proportion
of advantageous mutations was quite similar between species
and modes of duplication, whereas selection coefficients were
slightly variable and within the range of that previously esti-
mated for animal (Yang and Nielsen 2008) and A. thaliana
genes (dos Reis and Wernisch 2009) (table 2). However,

selection on synonymous codon usage is mostly weak and
additional features such as differences in population size,
recombination rates and variations in GC content should
be taken into account to clarify the role of natural selection
on species-specific differences in translational efficiency and
accuracy between WGD and SSD paralogs.

Differential Patterns of Retention of Functional
Categories after SSD and WGD
Understanding the distribution of genes retained in duplicate
across the different functional categories in the cell is funda-
mental from two perspectives: 1) it provides a view of what
processes are more prone to evolve novel functions or regu-
latory activities; and 2) it may allow us to examine the role of
the mechanism of duplication in the retention of genes in-
volved in specific functional categories. Previous studies in
A. thaliana have shown that a substantial number of dupli-
cates were retained in genes involved in fundamental cellular
functions: including transcription factors, kinases, certain en-
zymes and transporters (Blanc and Wolfe 2004a; Maere et al.
2005). However, the propensity of the different cellular func-
tions to retain duplicates and the link between the mode and
the fate of duplication remain elusive.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Notched box-plot representation of functional divergence, number of PPI and differences in CAI between duplicates. Black dots indicate means.
All differences were normalized by the magnitude of the values. Differences were tested using a Student’s t test and the resulting probabilities (P values
*<1E!2, **<1E!4) are shown.

Table 2. Estimates of Selection Coefficients on Synonymous Codons.

Ingroup Sp. P+ a jNsjb Ns+c Ns!d

WGD

A. thaliana 0.380 0.753 0.386 !0.977

P. patens 0.399 0.656 0.327 !0.873

P. trichocarpa 0.381 0.765 0.382 !1.001

Z. mays 0.368 0.706 0.449 !0.856

SSD

A. thaliana 0.378 0.751 0.395 !0.967

P. patens 0.399 0.607 0.329 !0.792

P. trichocarpa 0.382 0.737 0.375 !0.962

Z. mays 0.373 0.694 0.431 !0.851

aP+, proportion of advantageous mutations.
bjNsj, average selection coefficients of all.
cNs+, advantageous mutations.
dNs!, deleterious mutations.
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To test the importance of the mode of duplication in
determining the dependence between gene functions and
its propensity to persist in duplicate, we assigned GO terms
to each duplicated gene. Then, we used Fisher’s exact tests to
identify GO terms that were either enriched or impoverished
for duplicated genes originated by WGD or SSD (supplemen-
tary table S6, Supplementary Material online). A substantial
fraction of duplicated genes was associated with GO terms
(ranging from 62.38% to 87.36% for P. patens WGD and A.
thaliana SSD duplicates, respectively). On average, 29% of
gene copies shared GO terms. This percentage was slightly
higher in WGD (31%) than in SSD paralogs (27%), except for
P. patens (data not shown), maybe reflecting the stronger
degree of functional divergence in gene duplicates generated
through SSD. We identified up to 90 out of a total of 103 plant
GO categories enriched for genes in duplicate in at least one
genome (fig. 4, supplementary table S6, Supplementary
Material online). In 19 of these categories, there was no pref-
erential retention of duplicates formed by either WGD or SSD.

Several patterns emerge from the analysis of GOs category
enrichments. A few functional categories shared the same
retention patterns across species (fig. 4). First, the category
of catalytic activities is impoverished for WGD, but not for
SSD, duplicates in all four genomes. Conversely, this category
was not constrained to retain SSD duplicates and was en-
riched in P. trichocarpa (fig. 4). Second, duplicates belonging
to the category kinases were preferentially retained in all ge-
nomes except in Z. mays, and preferentially so after SSD than
WGD. Moreover, P. trichocarpa showed enrichment of this
category for duplicates originated from both WGD and SSD
(fig. 4). Third, molecular function is highly constrained to
retain duplicates generated by WGD in all genomes excepting
A. thaliana, while showing preferential retention among
P. trichocarpa SSD duplicates (fig. 4). These patterns suggest
an important role for the mechanism of duplication in the
retention of genes belonging to these functional categories.

In agreement with previous observations (Blanc and Wolfe
2004a; Maere et al. 2005), the categories of transcription
(regulation) and signal transduction were specifically enriched
for duplicates generated by WGD in A. thaliana. We had no
evidence, however, pointing to a preferential retention of
duplicates originated by either duplication mechanism in
these categories in any of the other genomes, with the excep-
tion of WGD-formed duplicates in the category transcription
(regulation), which were preferentially retained in P. tricho-
carpa (fig. 4).

Indeed, enrichment patterns mainly differ among the ex-
amined genomes (fig. 4). In A. thaliana, transcription regula-
tor activity, biosynthesis and cellular component organization

FIG. 4. Clustered color representation of differential retention of
plant GO slim terms among duplicates generated through WGD and
SSD in four plant genomes. A term was considered as significantly
enriched or impoverished in a given data set with respect to the full
complement of genes in each genome when Fisher’s exact tests re-
turned Bonferroni-corrected P values< 5$ 10!4. B, M, and C indicate
GO terms belonging to Biological Process, Molecular Function, and
Cellular Component categories, respectively. At, Pp, Pt, and Zm

FIG. 4. Continued
denote A. thaliana, P. patens, P. trichocarpa, and Z. mays, respectively.
Counts and statistical tests are provided as supplementary information
(supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). Species were
clustered according to their enrichment patterns (represented as a tree
on top of the colored matrix). Root is the mean point of the tree and
does not represent a species root.
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and biogenesis were prone to retain genes after WGD and
SSD whereas cytoplasm, cell, cellular processes, and plastid
GO categories were highly constrained from retaining WGD
or SSD duplicates. In Z. mays, nucleotide binding was highly
enriched for WGD- and SSD-duplicates retention, while stress
response was highly constrained. One category, which was
also enriched in A. thaliana, was enriched for WGD duplicates
in Z. mays (cellular component organization and biogenesis).
In P. patens, genes duplicated through WGD involved in cell
and cellular processes were preferentially retained, while four
other categories were enriched for SSD duplicates (cell home-
ostasis, vacuoles, kinase, and signal transducer activities).
However, we did not find any category sharing the same
pattern of retention with A. thaliana. These patterns suggest
a prevalent role for the species in the retention of genes be-
longing to these functional categories.

We further studied the particular distribution of GOs
categories in retained duplicates formed by WGD and SSD
in P. trichocarpa (fig. 4). We found that enriched functional
categories were highly related to each other and somewhat
complementary between modes of duplication. For example,
the enriched categories for WGD duplicates nucleus, nucleic
acid and DNA binding, transcription (regulation), nucleotide
process, and biosynthesis form a group of functionally related
categories related to transcription, while cellular process, (cell)
growth, anatomical structure morphogenesis, and multi-
cellular organismal development form another involved in
development. In the case of SSD, the enriched categories
translation, amino acid and derivative metabolic processes,
ribosome and protein metabolism, and modification process
would be linked to translation while transport, kinase, recep-
tor and signal transducer activity, and molecular function are
involved generically in post-translational regulation. Remark-
ably, most GO categories enriched for WGD duplicates in
P. trichocarpa were significantly impoverished with SSD du-
plicates and vice versa, suggesting a coordinated role of WGD
and SSD in P. trichocarpa evolutionary diversification, in
agreement with the dosage balance hypothesis. P. trichocarpa
and, to a lesser extent, A. thaliana are the two genomes ex-
hibiting the greatest amounts of enrichment, and impover-
ishment, for duplicate retention, inviting speculation about
the higher complexity of evolutionary mechanisms allowing
the fixation of gene copies in eudicots.

In summary, the contribution of the species and mecha-
nism of duplication to the retention of duplicates depends on
the functional context of the genes. Therefore, the patterns of
duplicate retention are not universal but are the result of a
complex contribution of the organism lineage, mechanism of
duplication and gene function. Taken as a whole, our results
indicate that the set of retained duplicates reflect the selective
pressures imposed by the ecological requirements of the spe-
cies rather than being dependent only on the mechanism of
duplication.

Conclusion
Here, we have presented a comprehensive analysis of the
differential evolutionary dynamics underlying retention of du-
plicates from WGD and SSD in four independent plant

genomes. Duplicates formed by WGD show greater con-
straints of evolution while SSD paralogs present evidence of
increased evolutionary rates and functional divergence after
duplication, in concert with the dosage-balance hypothesis.
However, examination of the distribution of evolutionary
models and functional categories among genes retained in
duplicates reveal that the propensity of a gene to persist in
duplicate in the genome is not only dependent on the mech-
anism of duplication but also is heavily influenced by the
species, likely linked to the biology and ecological require-
ments of the plant species. In addition, we provide evidence
in support of the differential action of selection on transla-
tional rates on both sets of duplicates for the generation of
novel functions. Additional work on the role of factors such as
genome size, genome compositional bias, chromosomal loca-
tion, mode of reproduction, population size, and generation
time on the patterns of retention and evolution of duplicated
genes, that takes into account the results of this study, will
shed further light on the evolutionary fates of duplicated
genes. Our results highlight the need for studying different
species to identify general trends in the evolution of dupli-
cated genes.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables S1–S6 are available at Molecular Biology
and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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